Baby Henry’s Designer Heirloom Afghan
Crochet Along
{PART 4}

In this part, we will be working rounds 42 through 52, which is Sophie’s Garden with an optional detail round.
In the original blanket, there were additional modifications (photo on right), but the original Sophie’s Garden
is much nicer so these instructions will look like the blanket on the left.

Resources
•

•
•
•

Incorporated Designs: This blanket incorporates patterns by three amazing designers. They are all
beautifully written patterns with great photo tutorials. You will need to purchase “Mandala N°6” by
CAROcreated, available on Ravelry or Etsy, and “Dandelion Border-Overlay Crochet” by Lilla Bjorn,
also available on Ravelry or Etsy. “Sophie’s Garden Squaring” by Dedri Uys is available on her
website. To assemble this blanket, you will need these three patterns and the modifications
released in this CAL.
Blog: All information and files can be found on the CAL - Crochet A Long website
Facebook: This CAL is organized and hosted by the CAL - Crochet A Long Group on Facebook
Ravelry: Add Baby Henry’s Designer Heirloom CAL to your Ravelry Queue
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Materials:
You will need yarn, an appropriately sized crochet hook and a tapestry needle for joining. For more details
on this see the introduction information.

Colors for Part 4:
Round
42
43
44
44B
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Henry’s Original Blanket
Bridal White-105
Light Silver-172
Bridal White-105
Jet Black-110
Mercury-074
Metal Grey-242
Anthracite-501
Charcoal-393
Champagne-248
Jet Black-110
Charcoal-393
Anthracite-501

Henry’s Voyage
Champagne -248
Light Navy -164
Champagne -248
Ultramarine -124
Ultramarine -124
Dark Olive -387
Light Navy -164
Ultramarine -124
Champagne -248
Light Navy -164
Light Navy -164
Dark Olive -387

Abbreviations:
This pattern uses US terms
ch
sc
hdc
dc
tr
FL
FP
BPsc
FPsc
BPhdc

chain
single crochet
half double crochet
double crochet
treble crochet
front loop
front post
back post single crochet
front post single crochet
back post half-double crochet

FPhdc
BPdc
FPdc
BPtr
FPtr
FPtrtr
st(s)
sk
rd(s)

front post half-double crochet
back post double crochet
front post double crochet
back post treble crochet
front post treble crochet
front post treble treble crochet
stitch(es)
skip
round(s)

Special Stitches:
Front post treble treble crochet (FPtrtr) – Yarn over the hook 4 times. Insert the hook from the front of the
stitch to the back of the stitch, to the front of the stitch around the post. Pull up 1 loop (6 loops on hook).
Yarn over the hook. Pull through 2 of the loops on the hook (5 loops on hook). Yarn over the hook. Pull
through 2 of the loops on the hook (4 loops on hook). Yarn over the hook. Pull through 2 of the loops on the
hook (3 loops on hook). Yarn over the hook. Pull through 2 of the loops on the hook (2 loops on hook). Yarn
over the hook. Pull through the 2 remaining loops on the hook to complete the stitch.
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BEFORE YOU START:
1. For this section of the pattern you will need “Sophie’s Garden” by Dedri Uys, available on her website.
2. Note that single stitches in this pattern should be worked in BOTH LOOPS unless otherwise noted.

Instructions:
Rounds 1-41
Instructions are in the previous parts.
Round 42
Join yarn by making a standing BPsc around the first sc to the left of any FPdc in rd 41, BPsc in the next 9 sts.
Continue working from * to the end of rd 26 as written from Sophie's Universe.
NOTE: Stitches will not fall in the same as noted in the original. In this version the first set of BPtr will
fall in the second increase from where we join, then in every third increase.
(256 stitches, 64 stitches per side)
Round 43 - 44
Complete rds 27-28 of Sophie’s Universe as written.
Round 44B (OPTIONAL)
Join yarn by making a standing sc in the ch-2 sp prior to any 3 tr cluster.
*Ch 5, do a FPtrtr (yo 4 times) around the underlying FPtr in rd 38 (stitch should be made from behind,
through the keyhole created by the 6 tr from rd 42 and the 12 dc from rd 43 {Photos Below}),
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ch 5, 1 sc in the ch-2 sp after the 3 FPtr cluster, (ch 3, ss in the 2nd ch of the ch-2 sp from rd 44) 3 times, ch 3,
FPtrtr around the underlying FPtr in rd 38 {photo below},

(ch 3, ss in the 2nd ch of the ch-2 sp from rd 44) twice, ch 2, ss in the 1st ch of the ch-2 sp from rd 44, ch 3, ss
in the 1st ch of the ch-2 sp from rd 44, ch 4, FPtrtr around the underlying FPtr in rd 38, 3ch, (ss in the 1st ch
of the ch-2 sp from rd 44, ch 3) 3 times, 1 sc in the ch-2 sp prior to the 3 tr cluster*. Repeat from * to * 4
times (sk the last sc).
{photos: Back veiw of FPtrtr made through corner, completed optional rd 44B}

Round 45
(If you chose to do the optional rd 44B then
the FPdc will be on either side of the FPtrtr,
and all of rd 45 should be worked in front
of round 44B {picture right}).
As written rd 29 from Sophie's Universe.
(128 stitches, 32 stitches per side)
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Round 46
(If you chose to do the optional round 44B, then the
sc to be worked into rd 44 will go in front of 44b.
The sc in the ch-2 sps will be worked around both 44
and 44b {photo to the right}).
As written rd 30 from Sophie's Universe.
(304 stitches, 76 stitches per side)

Round 47 - 52
Complete rds 31 - 36 of Sophie’s
Universe as written.
(round 52; 336 stitches, 84
stitches per side)

Copyright Information
The patterns referenced in these instructions are copyright by their original designers and have been
incorporated in this design with permission. Please respect the copyrights of all designers and note all as the
designers of the pattern.
This pattern is for personal use only. It cannot be sold, redistributed or edited in any way.
Copyright 2017 – Jessica Wifall. All rights reserved.
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